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Social Integration of Refugees through 

Education and Self Employment 
The project works with refugees and migrants to reduce barriers to fully access the 

opportunities within education and entrepreneurship within the countries they now 

reside in. The project is working in the 2seas area as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The project partners do this through a method called co-creation. 

 

 
 

The project partners are: 

• University of Greenwich, Kent, UK. 

• Vives University College, Kortrijk, Belgium. 

• Medway Plus, Kent, UK. 

• University College Roosevelt, Middelburg, Netherlands. 

• Municipality of Mechelen, Mechelen, Belgium. 

• ADICE, Roubaix, France. 

• Municipality of Middelburg, Middelburg, Netherlands. 

• ARhus, Roselare, Belgium. 

• Huis van het Leren, Kortrijk, Belgium. 

 

 

Co-creation is creating solutions to issues together, as 

equals (between researcher & research subject) 
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Education 
In Education, partners spoke with refugee and migrant students, educators and policy 
makers to review the current challenges and opportunities that refugees and migrants 
face in the education sector. The report can be viewed: Transcending Educational 
Boundaries: Challenges to the educational inclusion in the 2 seas area. 
 

Following the learnings from the report, project partners ask students, parents and 

teachers how they can improve the engagement of refugee and migrant families in the 

education process through meetings. The groups are called Learning Communities and 

look how the issues of integration can be explored and then members create solutions 

to try to create an “inclusive educational environment” (Van Maele & Poeze, 2018). 

 

Learning communities are the method used as they are: 

• Suitable for complex questions 

• A form of collaboration  

• There is no hierarchy: equal input from all partners  

• It gives parents and students from minority groups a voice 

• It explores innovative solutions  

 

By 1 October, 31 learning communities were running, holding between 3-9 sessions so 

far. This has resulted in 683 people so far attending learning community meetings 

across all of the partners. 

 
 

18%
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Learning Communities in Target Groups 

Refugee / Migrant parents Refugee / Migrant students

School Personel Externals

Non-Refugee / Migrant students & parents

https://bed91759-27a8-4823-af85-313922e4af88.filesusr.com/ugd/7898b1_666bdb4bf6c544a0b310b3812e7a14b8.pdf
https://bed91759-27a8-4823-af85-313922e4af88.filesusr.com/ugd/7898b1_666bdb4bf6c544a0b310b3812e7a14b8.pdf
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Methodology 
Learning Community facilitators complete a log for each meeting, tracking: 

• Goals for the session 

• Participants 

• Themes  

• Methods 

• Conclusions & Actions 

• Communication 

• Organising and Facilitating 

• Agenda for the next meeting 

• The co-creation score (how co-creative was this session) 

 

The co-creation scores for each session so far have been collated and appear below, 

with possible reasons for the change in score per session: 
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Average co-creation score for each session-number

Our first steps, 
managing  
expectations of 

the facilitators, 

participants
and the school?

It’s really started
now, participants are 
showing up, positive
feedback on the
project?

Difficult to keep the
participants involved 
with a necessity to start 
doing and not only keep
talking?

Involving
participants in 
action-development 
increases
motivation and
perceived
usefuleness?

Action-taking yields
changes to the
better; Trust has 
been established?

Only 3 cases! A 
general trend for the
future? Getting
schools involved in 
real policy changes?
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Some of the themes being discussed are: 

 

 

Case Studies 

 
A parent who is taking part in a learning community in 

Belgium, Siham, originally from Morocco, says of the 

Learning Communities:  

“I like it because it allows me to speak with other 

parents and I learn more about the school… the topics 

that we discuss are always very interesting” 
 

Khaled Radi, a participant at CVO Scala in Belgium, originally from 

Palestine enthused: 

“I had really an amazing experience and an honor of me being part 

of this talented and knowledgeable people/group... It allowed me to 

know about different cultures by joining each session of it… It made 

me feel sense of belonging with a promising future to the Belgian 

society.” 

 

Nadia Zeroual, a parent at the Abeel Learning Community in Belgium said: 

“The teachers are now more accessible… It was a bit difficult to talk to them… I also 

notice that more parents are present at the school's activities. That's nice. 

The children also like to see us (parents) at school.” 
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Entrepreneurship  
At the beginning of the project, partners spoke to a variety of groups about refugee 

entrepreneurship and the support missing for it. From this information, a report was 

created by ARhus, Social Integration through Entrepreneurship.  

 

Following on from the report, all partners in entrepreneurship have offered workshops 

with refugees to give them skills and knowledge about entrepreneurship. We also 

created a website for newcomers to learn about starting a business in 3 languages - 

https://how-to-be-an-entrepreneur-abroad.com/.  

 

All of the partners have tested different approaches to getting newcomers to consider 

entrepreneurship and start businesses. City of Mechelen, worked with several other 

local organisations to create Min ALBI which translates as ‘From the heart’ in Syrian. 

Yara Al-Adib, the founder of ‘From 

Syria with Love’, taught the 

attendees about entrepreneurship and the hospitality sector. It was attended primarily 

by refugees from Iraq and Syria. The project allowed the 5 attendees to become more 

confident in themselves and their Dutch language. The outcome was that only one 

participant decided to pursue self-employment but it taught the participants lots of 

other skills including hospitality which have allowed them to find jobs which is a very 

successful outcome for the SIREE project. 

 

City of Mechelen also runs intensive programmes for potential entrepreneurs from 

refugee backgrounds. Workshops are run on Laws, Taxes, Marketing, Finance and 

https://bed91759-27a8-4823-af85-313922e4af88.filesusr.com/ugd/b7688c_18510a131d3c4d78b201fa6bad51ce63.pdf
https://how-to-be-an-entrepreneur-abroad.com/
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bookkeeping, business plan, language, personal presentation, reflection on business 

idea and entrepreneurial skill/gaps. 

 

Other partners, ARhus, LeerWest, University of Greenwich and Medway Plus have run 

workshops for newcomers interested in entrepreneurship with 61 newcomers 

attending these workshops so far. 96% of attendees that answered the questionnaire 

would recommend the workshops to a friend. One attendee commented on the UK 

workshop, “It was excellent… The host were very friendly, they took their time to listen 

to our various needs”.  

 

SIREE entrepreneurs also receive access to a mentor. One of 

the entrepreneurial mentors is Reinout Van Zandycke, 

manager of the marketing agency Exposure. He guides 

Adelia Kodia, from Angola, who has just started her own 

business. Reinout started out as a student entrepreneur and 

realizes how important advice from others can be. “I am 

extremely jealous of the starters at SIREE. If only I had 

received this opportunity…I am convinced that Adelia and 

others within SIREE will go very far." 

 

Adelia explains “In 2013 I started watching YouTube videos of girls who make wigs. My 

interest was aroused and I started to make it myself in 2017.” With the support of 

SIREE and Reinout, Adelia founded her own business: 'Hair by Londa'. 

 

 
 


